Merkel the Jewess’ own collation allies have turned on Merkel and her worthless Party in the German parliament. This has lead to the dawning collapse of the Merkel government. This revolt in the German government is due to the issue of the Jewish run and lead EU invasion of third world invaders into Germany. When the issue was brought up in the German parliament there was a literal riot in the parliament which caused the temporary shut down of the parliament. Austria has also turned to the Right and is now closing its boarders. The Austrian government has closed seven mosques and expelled hundreds of radical Muslims from their nation.

The German Nationalist Party is now the second largest party might become the leading party in the next election. Their platform is closing the border and kicking these invaders out. And...... wanting to leave the EU. This will cause the final fall of the EU. Germany has turned to total Nationalism.

Keep up the RTRs. We have changed the world and we will win if you keep the RTRs going.
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